Chemoinformatics and chemical genomics: potential utility of in silico methods.
Computational life sciences and informatics are inseparably intertwined and they lie at the heart of modern biology, predictive quantitative modeling and high-performance computing. Two of the applied biological disciplines that are poised to benefit from such progress are pharmacology and toxicology. This review will describe in silico chemoinformatics methods such as (quantitative) structure-activity relationship modeling and will overview how chemoinformatic technologies are considered in applied regulatory research. Given the post-genomics era and large-scale repositories of omics data that are available, this review will also address potential applications of in silico techniques in chemical genomics. Chemical genomics utilizes small molecules to explore the complex biological phenomena that may not be not amenable to straightforward genetic approach. The reader will gain the understanding that chemoinformatics stands at the interface of chemistry and biology with enabling systems for mapping, statistical modeling, pattern recognition, imaging and database tools. The great potential of these technologies to help address complex issues in the toxicological sciences is appreciated with the applied goal of the protection of public health.